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WALKS AND TALKS IN THE GEOLOGICAL FIELD Comes out revised and
edited by Professor Frederick Starr. Professor W. H. Goodyear, whose
works on Art have proved so popular, contributes a volume on Th ,,

RENAISSANCE AND MODERN ART, with profuse illustrations, brought
down to the close of the World's Fair. Professors Coman and Kendall
of Wellesley give a clear narrative of THE GROWTH OF THE ENGLISH

NATION, and Professor H. P. Judson has a vigorous and discriminating
volume on EUROPE IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. It is encouraging
to learn that the year of hard times has affected but little the prosperity
of the Chautauqua Course, and the fact is less surprising when the qual-
ity of the reading furnished is considered.

BOOKS RECEIVED.

ESSAYS AND ADDRESSES: an Attempt to Treat Some Religious Ques-
tions in a Scientific Spirit. By the Ven. James M Wilson, M. A.,
late Headmaster of Clifton College; Vicar of Rochdale; Archdea-
con of Manchester. New York: Macmillan & Co. 1894. (Pp. 262.
5 7/0c3Ys•) $1.00.

LECTURES ON THE RELIGION OF THE SEMITES. By the late W. Rob-
ertson Smith, M. A., LL.D., Professor of Arabic in the University of
Cambridge. New edition, revised throughout by the author. New
York: Macmillan & Co. 1894. (Pp. xiv, 507. 6. 1!x3 5/i.) $4.00.

A SHORT HISTORY OF SYR IAC LITERATURE. By the late William
Wright, LL.D., Professor of Arabic in the University of Cambridge.
New York: Macmillan & Co. 1894. (Pp. 296. 5 x3.) $2.25.

THE PROBLEM OF RELIGIOUS PROGRESS. By Daniel Dorchester, D.D.
Revised edition, with new tables and colored diagrams. New York:
Hunt & Eaton; Cincinnati: Cranston & Curts. 1895. (Pp. 768.
5x33'-i•.) $2 .75.

A SKETCH OF THE LIFE OF REV. JOSEPH HARDY NEESIMA, LL.D.,
President of Theology in Doshisha University. With many illustra-
tions. New York, Chicago, and Toronto: Fleming H. Revell Co.
1894. (Pp. 156. 5Y8x3y2".) $1.00.

THE RELIGIONS OF JAPAN from the Dawn of History to the Era of
Meiji. By William Elliot Griffis, D. D., formerly of the Imperial
University of Tokio; author of "The Mikado's Empire " and "Co-
rea, the Hermit Nation"; late lecturer on the Morse Foundation in
Union Theological Seminary in New York. New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons. 1895. (Pp. xx, 457. 5N x3, 3/8.) $2.00.

UNDER ORIENTAL SKIES; or, Asia Minor and Her Inhabitants. De-
scriptive, Historical, and Picturesque. By Antranig Azhderian.
Cleveland: The Williams Publishing and Electric Co. 1894. (Pp.

277. 6)4.)

BACK TO THE OLD TESTAMENT FOR THE MESSAGE OF THE NEW: An
Effort to connect more closely the Testaments; to which is added a
series of Papers on Various Old Testament Books and Subjects. By
Anson Bartie Curtis, B. D., Ph. D., Instructor in Hebrew in Tufts Di-
vinity School. Boston: Universalist Publishing House. 1894 (Pp..
325. 53(x3•)

THE

BIBLIOTHECA SACRA.

ARTICLE I.

CALVINISM: THE ORIGIN AND SAFEGUARD OF
OUR CONSTITUTIONAL LIBERTIES.'

BY THE REV. ABRAHAM KUYPER, D. D.

'THE ability of a plant to live depends on the root from
which it springs. lie who would guarantee bur liberty to
us should know where it originated and be able to tell whence
it came. This requires a simple knowledge of history; hence
the character of this paper is purely scientific.

Our field of inquiry is determined by general and well-
known facts. It needs no proof at our hand, that in com-

I Translated from the Dutch by the Rev. J .. - Hendrik de Vries, M.A.,
Bronxville, N. Y.

[The author here uses the word Calvinism in its broadest scope to
signify the tendency, or life-principle, which makes the Soli Deo Gloria
according to the Old and New Testament Scriptures comprehend all of
life. This was the attitude assumed by the Church in Geneva; this is the
attitude which the Reformed churches in the Netherlands strive to main-
tain in the face of the various isms of air times, all of which in lesser and
greater degree tend to wrest the Scriptures away from under the feet of
evangelical Christianity. And as natural outcome or consequence of this,
there has been founded in Holland the Free L'gv' ersity—t8So—which
claims the entire world of science (philosophy, medicine, law, and the
arts) in willing and grateful subjection to the Absolute Authority of the
Scriptures, by which the Soli Deo Gloria becomes the standard planted in
every domain occupied by human research and thought. Of this whole
tendency, Dr. Kuyper is the living exponent in our time.—TR.]
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parison with Europe liberty has no name in Africa or Asia,;,
In Europe no one will look for the cradle of liberty in Russia
or in Turkey, in Spain or Austria. One would even hesitate'
to do this in Italy and the northern kingdoms, in Germ
or France. Whoever, on the other hand, boasts of Engla
Holland, Switzerland, and America as being countries
political liberty, is assured of universal approval. These g
graphic lines coincide with the chronological. From Refor
tion times to the French Revolution, political liberty is claim
and tried almost exclusively by England, Holland, Switze
land, and America; and after the revolution of 1789 the a
climation of a still broader liberty has thus far been tried,i,
vain outside of these four nations. There is good reason
extend to these four powers a special patent of fitness fo
political liberty. The origin of our liberty is not found out
side of their domain.

Whence comes this favorable exception ?
Bancroft, the celebrated historian of America, says:

." The fanatic for Calvinism was a fanatic for liberty." De
Tocqueville testifies: " America's liberty considers Chris-
tianity the guardian angel of her struggle and victory, the cra-

dle of her life, the divine source of her right." In his recent
work " L'Angleterre politique et sociale," Auguste Laugel
declares, "The doctrinaires of France derived liberty from an
idea. In England, however, religious liberty was mother of i

all political liberty. The Holy Bible has set the Englishman
free, by making him submit to its Authority." Groen van
Prinsteren, who also as an historian is a corypheus among us,
wrote only recently that " In the Calvinistic Reformation ac-
cording to. the Holy Scriptures lies the origin and safeguard
of these blessings, of which 1789 gave us the deceptive prom
ise and the pitiable caricature."

Hence the origin of our liberty is found in Calvinism
This solution commends itself to us already by so much tha

in the four above-named countries the Reformation bore a se

verely Calvinistic stamp, and was governed by Geneva. This
is true of Switzerland and England, of Holland and America.

But this is not enough. The pro pter hoc may readily ap-
pear to differ from the post hoc, and our assertion will prove
true only when the progress of Calvinism along the lines of
its three stages—the French religious wars, the English Rev-
olution, and the founding of America's Union, shows us in-
deed the development of those political liberties, of whose
possession we are so justly proud. For this let us investi-
gate.

But first a twofold observation.
Our Calvinists call themselves anti-revolutionists. How

are we to understand this term? Is it right that this tend-
ency be identified with the Prussian party of Stahl or the
ultramontanic world party ? In one way it certainly is. When
the question is put: Whether the state can flourish withott
the root of the faith, our answer is the same with theirs. In
opposition to the fundamental thought of the French Revo-
lution, "to emancipate the creature from the Creator," they
and we are one. If, on the other hand, it is held that from
this common principle the self-same public law is derived by
us all, then I insist on liquidation, and maintain for Calvin-
istic public law the independence which belongs to the Re-
formed life. Upon the basis of its Confession, Rome built
a political system of its own, which, after the chara

(;Cter of the
hierarchy, was preponderantly monarchic. And Rome knew
how to bring this system into practice. All the states of the
Middle Ages were instituted in accordance with the theory
of the two swords. It cannot be denied that in Rome was
found the germ of a creative thought for public law. This
was not the case with the Lutheran reformation, which recon-
structed things, but which built nothing new. In Gerrneny and
in the northern empires the political life of the Middle Ages
was simply continued after the Reformation, with Casero-
papism however, instead of the hierarchy, by the transposition
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of spiritual authority from the Romish chair to the princely
cabinet. Calvinism, on the other hand, was shown to possess
the power, which the Lutheran reformation lacked, and has,
even as Rome, derived from a principle of its own a system
44s-own for political life, which, even under the monarchic
form, is always recognized by its republican character. Cal_ li„ .
yin achieved what Luther could not do: Calvin has founded
nationalities. Our Union, the England of "the glorious rev.-
olution," the Scotland of the Covenant, the United States of
America, are institutions of his spirit. Understand me weIL
I know that the Church of Rome, whenever it is required, is
able to accommodate herself to every form of state; I know
that before Reformation times the liberties of the people
ceived homage in these countries; I know that learned Jesuits•
have been the advocates of demdcratic doctrines. At this
moment, however, when the question in hand is not concern-
ing abnormal utterances, but concerning the life-principle it-
self, the fundamental thought of Rome may not be designated
as otherwise than being severely monarchical: over against
which we have the definite utterance of Calvin in his "Insti-
tutes": "I shall by no means deny that the republican form
of government, which consists either of pure aristocracy, or
of a mixture of aristocracy and democracy, far excels all oth-
ers." And this conviction was not founded on his notions of
human excellency, but, on the contrary, was born of his pro-
found interpretation of sin. For he adds: "The vice or im-
perfection of men renders it safer and more tolerable for the
government to be in the hands of many, that they may afford
each other mutual assistance and admonition, and if any one
arrogate to himself more than is right, the many may act as
censors and masters to restrain his ambition."

It is evident that this does not exclude constitutional
monarchy. And this brings us to the point where we can
show how we may recognize Stahl to be a great leader, and
still refuse to be his followers. Stahl is, without question,
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the most illustrious advocate of the anti-revolutionary princi-
ples of recent date; no one has made distinction between the
useful and the objectionable in modern public law with greater
decision of stroke and finer tact than he; he too is an ad-
herent to a monarchy that is constitutional. But he who
deems that, for this reason, Holland's anti-revolutionists haVe
but to copy Stahl, offends our independence. Stahl desires a
-constitutional monarchy; and so do we. But while he is
zealous for a monarchy which is constitutional, we are zeal-
ous for a constitution which shall be monarchic. He begins_
with monarchy and reaches the constitution: we begin with
the constitution and reach the monarchy. Stahl is a Lu-
theran, we are Reformed, for this have we another state law.
To elect him as our leader, without criterion, would betray
our want of wisdom and of insight. Stahl admits this him-
self by saying that the character trait of Lutheranism is " the
strongest foundation for monarchic loyalty"; and that Cal-
vinism " tends towards republicanism, and encourages the
importance of legal order to preponderate over personal au-
thority and to be a check to it." Stahl is therefore no stand-
ard for us. In royal and aristocratic circles, where there is
more religion by the reveille than by Calvinism, Stahl's un-
Reformed and un-Holland-like forms, together with his eternal
principles, may have been accepted by some, for reasons
easily conceived, but Groen vin Prinsteren was from the very
beginning too good a Netherlander and too broadly a man
of the people, not to have honored and loved our Puritanic
and Calvinistic people. To this he owed his invincible strength
in the face of one so congenial in mind with him as Van
Zuylen. And is the question raised, with whom our Calvin-
istic people most gladly sympathize, provided the heaven wide
difference in principle be in nowise sacrificed,

r
then be it known,

that it is not with the ultramontanes, nor with the conserva-
tives, nor with the doctrinal liberals, but with those who are
zealous for broader liberties still. The heart of our people,
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—and I think I know it well—was never in the rear guard,
but always under the colors in the van, in the struggle for
liberty, the development of national traits, and the mainte-
nance of law.

The second observation is added in briefer form. To
guard against misunderstanding let us emphasize the asser-

N tion that the Calvinistic faith is the mother of our political
liberty, and not of the French Revolution. If this were not
our conviction, there would be no need of any further dem-
onstration. On every hand it is proclaimed that our present-
day revolution stands in close family relation with Calvinism.
The Romish historian prefers to call Calvin the spiritual father
of the French Revolution. Professor Alzog, of the Freiburg
Romish University, declares that "the intended results of
the Reformation came clearly to light, only when from re-
ligious interests they passed over to political platforms. In
the root, the French Revolution and the Reformation are
one." From Cousin's well-known utterance, "The sixteenth
century began the revolution in philosophy, the eighteenth
made it general and broadcast," it clearly appears that in the

liberal camp equal reckonings are made with the factor of
the Reformation. Stahl responds to this: " In their essen-
tial character Puritanism and Revolution are not allied, but
antagonistic to one another." Why so ? Are not both intent
upon liberty as their prize? In very deed, but they strive .
to raise it from a different root. " Liberty from the philosoph-
ical idtl,'" is the motto of the Encyclopedists; " Liberty of
the faith" is the magic word of the Reformation. And our
assertion is that the Revolution brought no liberty, while
the Reformation did. Just consider facts. In Spain, Austria,
and France the Reformation was rooted out, and the Revo-
lution nursed, and how weak has their political liberty been
ever since! In Switzerland and Holland, where, after the
Reformation, the Revolution exerted its influence, the inner
elasticity of liberty became debased rather than exalted. En-

gland, on the other hand, which allowed the Reformation to
permeate it as a leaven, and not the Revolution of 1789, is
still the guide of Europe's nations in the struggle against re-
ligious persecution and political tyranny.

Consider the proof from history, in which by preference
the developmental stages of Calvinism are taken in their re-
verse order. Beginning with America, then England, we go,
by the way of the French religious wars, and Beza, back to
Calvin.

I.
We begin with America, since he who champions Amer-

ican liberties will certainly not be suspected of being reaction-
ary. Not that the Conditions in America appear altogether
without spot or wrinkle; on the contrary, much might be said
against the Yankee spirit in the seaport towns and among
the money kings. But he who would criticise, should do so
with fairness and justice, and not forget that America is still
very young; that, more than any other nation, it had to re-
ceive within itself the degraded elements of other climes, and
that, by its vast extent of territory, it stood readily exposed
tc a degeneration of its national character. But enough: the
fact is above question that America lacks no single liberty for
-which in Europe we struggle. In America there is absolute
liberty of conscience; liberty of trade and commerce; free
participation by the citizens in all matters of public interest;
a government which is responsible in all things; a small army;
few onerous taxes; liberty of organization; liberty of the
press; liberty of public worship; liberty of thought. The
administration of justice is quick and cheap. No such thing
as a privileged class is known. There is common equality
before law without any reservation. IncAmerica modern lib-
erties flourish without limitation. Complaint might be made
about too much liberty; to complain of a want of it were
surely an absurdity there. In order to determine whether
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this abounding political liberty finds its origin in the French
Revolution, or in the Genevan Reformation, we should know
the attitude of the American Union towards France at the
close of the last century. Did it manifest its unconcealed
sympathies for France, and did it hasten to appropriate for
itself the new findings of the National Convention ? If so,
then the plea for Calvinism is lost. If, on the other hand, it
appears that the Federal government, supported by the best
elements of the nation,,and most clearly conscious of all its
doings, turned with abhorrence from the France of the Mira-
beaus, then every idea of affiliation between America and
France of 1789 is readily dismissed.
I We are prepared to treat with utmost consideration the

current opinion, which represents the_l_nerican and French
revolutions as twin shoots on one stern. A striking similarity
marks the demands of the Ne‘v -Y-67-k: mob and the Parisian
commonalty. For a time the American press was as inflated
with empty enthusiasm on abstractions and generalities as were
the French pamphleteers. There was even a momentary dan-
ger that the Jacobinism of Montaigne would sweep across to
the clubs of Charleston and Baltimore. An after-thrill of the
French Revolution has undoubtedly been felt by the newly
constituted Union. But how much does this prove? Could
the assistance France had rendered in the revolution against
England so quickly be forgotten ? Or could the name of

 Fayette have lost its magic power? Is it strange that the
public mind could not grasp at.once the vast difference be-
tween French phrases and Calvinistic liberty?

Granting this does by no means weaken our position;
for if it can be shown, that, notwithstanding its attachment .„
to France, in spite of England's refusal to execute the peace
that had been made, and in spite of all that was enticing in
the republican form of the French government, America de-
liberately deserted France, in order to seek England's friend-

ship, then the inference of America's liberty from France's
revolution falls away.

This was done by the Federal government, and the best
element of the nation supported Washington and Hamilton
energetically in their politics, which were adverse to France,
in direct opposition to Jefferson the demagogue, and his fol-
lowing from the Slave States, who were in sympathy with
France. It needs scarcely be mentioned that New England
and the North in general constituted the main strength of the
Union, and not the South. The Southern States, with their
stamp of aristocracy, and slave element in their economy,
have never been amalgamated by the real, genuine people of
the Union, not even to this day. From the very first they
formed too sharp an antithesis with the real Union; they
followed another political policy; they lived by another spirit.
And this political antagonism made itself known upon the
occasion of the very question we now deal with, when in 1793
the South, under Jefferson, took sides with France, and the
real Union, under Washington, undertook to disarm Jefferson
and render harmless his sympathies for France. The strug-
gle was hot and violent. The apostles of the revolution—
Genet and Adet—came over from Paris to Charleston to feed
the fires of division. Washington writes: " To sum the
whole up in a few words, I have never, since I have been in
the administration of the government, seen a crisis which in
my judgment has been so pregnant with interesting events,
nor from which more is to be apprehended, whether viewed
on one side or the other." England and France were at war,
England against, and France in favor of revolution. This
question was likewise to be settled by the Union. It was
readily seen that great principles were at stake. Would sides
be taken with the historic government 'of Great Britain or
with the revolutionary leadership of Paris ? Thus the ques-
tion stood, and Hamilton made answer, according to Jeffer-
son's own testimony, saying: "That he considered the Brit-
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ish constitution, with all the corruption of its administration,
as the most perfect model of government." " The Federal gov-
ernment saw," writes Professor Hoist from Strasburg, "that
the hollow abstractions of Paris were altogether impracticable.
Their politics were founded on real relations, and not on ab-
stractions, and they knew that they could not deal with hu-
man beings as with dead numbers or logical ideas." Strong
in this conviction, they were ready for action; Jay was de-
puted to London to assure the peace with England; the con-
vention in Paris was ignored. The position, once taken, was
maintained, though France severed its diplomatic connection,
and tidings were wafted across the deep, that France in the
exalted possession of her glory deemed it beneath herself to
continue dealings with a Union that courted the favor of
England and licked the dust off the feet of its former op-
pressors.

Whether the people favored this policy would be shown,
as it always is in America, by the presidential election. This
occurred in 1796. Adams and Jefferson were the candidates for
office. Jefferson's candidacy implied a triumph for the France-
loving South: Adams' name implied the approval of the pol-
icy of the government, and . . . Adams was elected, the
foreign element had to lower its flag, the best elements of the
nation took sides against the revolution, and that New Eng-
land, the heart of the Union, stood strongly by the side of
Washington, appears notably from the writings of Dwight to
Wollcott: "Our good people of New England will never per-
mit a war with Great Britain; sooner would ninety-nine out of
hundred of our inhabitants separate at once from the Union."

Is the question asked, whether the American Constitu-
tion of March, 1789, was copy of Rousseau literature, then
Hoist replies that, " It is folly to assert that the Rousseau
writings exerted an influence on the development in America";
which opinion is supported by the following facts: that in a
session of the committee charged with the framing of this

constitution, at a critical period Franklin arose and proposed
prayer for light from the All-wise God, since he (Franklin)
saw no way out by which to solve the problem;—that in the
congress of 1797 the debates on the slave question were con-
ducted not merely by religious but scriptural arguments;—
and that in one of America's most widely-read periodicals
appeared this statement: "Such a government we regard as
more than the expression of calm wisdom and lofty enthusi
asm, it has its distinctively providential element. It was God's
saving gift to a distracted and imperiled people. It was his
creative fiat over a weltering chaos, let a _nation be born in
a day.'"

If this is not sufficient proof, and the suggestion is made
that the War of the Revolution against England was the pre-
lude to the tearing down of the Bastile, and early fruit of the
labors of the Encyclopedists, then we refer to Burke, that
eminent anti-revolutionist who defended America's insurrec-
tion with loud enthusiasm; and better still, to have America
speak for herself, we refer to Green's description of the at-
tachment of the colonists to the mother country. "They
loved England," he writes, " with the love of a child which,
forced to leave home, remembers the past with self-reproach
rather than with anger, as soon as the first bitterness is gone.
A trip to old England was their ideal hope. To have been
there gave celebrity and fame. They were proud of England's
history, of England's literature, and of England's heroes. An
Englishman was always welcome. Every door was open to
him. No circle which opened not itself for him with enthu-
siasm." No: America's insurrection was as little a turning-
upside-down of things, in the sense of the French Revolution,
as was our insurrection against Spain, or England's "glorious
revolution." The American insurrection ere nothing down;
it replaced no ancient résime by a new order of things. Things
remained as they were, only a congress appeared in the place
of the royal commissary. America's insurrection was no eman-

I
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cipation from the Creator, it was done by leaning on his help.
Filled with gratitude for the mercies of our God, reads the
preamble of the New York constitution, we, the citizens of
New York, adopt this constitution.

One more protest may be entered. With Hoyt some
one may say, that nothing was modified in America by the
French Revolution, but that, far worse, as early as the found-
ing of the New England colonies, the adder of unbelief was
hissing in the grass. But against this, the Christian character
which America exhibits to this day is witness conclusive, as
well as the incontestable charter of the founding of its States.

Even now the people of the Union bear the Christian
stamp with sharp incisiveness more than any nation of the
world. This cannot be denied. With a small exception, the
citizens of the United States, not merely in their lower and
middle classes, but also in the ranks of their scholars and
statesmen, are positive believers, Christian in a definite sense;
what we call orthOdox. And this is true, in spite of the fact
that Christianity costs almost nothing in Europe, while in
America it takes large fortunes to support it. Fifteen hun-
dred dollars have been paid for a pew in church. So predom-
inant is orthodoxy in free America, that the larger part of
immigrants who arrive in its seaport towns with skeptical ideas
and irreligious habits, quickly adopt America's supernatural
life-view. Existing conditions there are the opposite from
ours in Europe. If with us it has every appearance that the
liberty of the people must be purchased at the sacrifice of the
faith, there it is Calvinism which, according to the general
conviction, offers the surest safeguard for the continued pos-
session of those liberties. It is therefore a grave mistake to
interpret America's separation of church and state after the
rule of Cavour. It is much more sharply defined than in Eu-
rope, but starts from a different principle: not from the desire
to be released from church duties; on the contrary, it starts
from the consciousness that the welfare of the church and the

progress of Christianity demand this freedom and independ-
ence. This separation does not forbid, therefore, that the
sessions of Congress should be opened with prayer, as well
as all other political meetings; that the Sabbath should be
inviolate; that thanksgiving days are appointed by the Cab-
inet at Washington;, and that in plain English mention be
made of the High God, in every important political message,
with such reverence and devotion as becomes the creature in
the presence of its Creator. Equal mistake is made when
the common-school system of America is considered parallel
to our theory of the neutral school. Read the bulky report
on the common-school system in the United States, pre-
sented to English Parliament by Dr. Fraser, and the twofold
fact appears: that the public school in America is a school
witk the Bible; and that since the Irish population has pro-
tested against the Bible in the schools, the downfall of the
common-school system is foretold. A . school of the state
without Bible would simply be unthinkable in America. The
influence exerted by Christianity is altogether too potent for
this. Of the freest country in the world it is asserted by the
man who knew it well, " that domestic morals there are much
stricter than in Europe, and that Christianity reigns without
opposition and is the common heritage of all."

In this threefold constellation of unlimited political lib-
erty, strictness of morals, and faithful devotion to Christianity,
the Union points back directly to its puritanical origin, to the
invincible spirit of the Pilgrim fathers and to the spiritual de-
scent from Calvin. New England has impressed its stamp
upon the entire Union, and all New England's States were
founded by martyrs to our Reformed faith. Robinson's fol-
lowers went to New Plymouth, according to their own confes-
sion, not to organize a model state, but te,find a spot where to
worship God according to the dictates of their heart. They
were no impoverished fortune hunters, but substantial and
cultured representatives of the best classes of English society.
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They were no ranting fanatics, but wise men of practical sense;
impelled by the one motive, " the glory of the Most High,"
and impassioned by the one thought, " religious liberty for all
men." On board of the Mayflower they wrote this preamble.v.
to their code of agreement, " We who have undertaken to
plant a colony for the glory of God and the advancement of
the Christian faith." And their oldest historian narrates, that
"to enjoy religious liberty was the known end of their coming
to this wilderness." According to Adams' solemn confession=' ,,,

i New England is not a colony of commerce, not a colony of
I deportation, not a colony for oppression, but a colony of the

I, free conscience. In this liberty of conscience lay concealed ,
the secret of their strength. A Puritan is a born enemy of
clericalism. "Clerical overruling," says Bancroft, "is of all;

(

tyranny the most grievous to bear, for it weakens every-energy
extinguishes enthusiasm, and takes away all courage." , Puri-
tanism, on the other hand, is a vitalizing principle, which en-
genders vigor, activity, and wisdom; and as for courage, a
Puritan and a coward are antipodes born. He who stands in
fear of God fears not the creature. " He that prays best will
fight best," wrote Cromwell, and Cromwell was the greatest
general of his age.

II.

The founders of the American colonies were exiles from
Great Britain; and we follow the development of Calvinism
step by step, when, in the second place, we fix our eye upon
its historic progress in England. Here it must needs appear
in a different form. While in America it could freely unfold
the character of its principle, this was not possible in the
British Isles, where it had to deal with an historic past and
with existing conditions. Calvinism is not a stark, intract-
able power which, during Calvin's lifetime, had discovered its.
ultimate possible development or attained its full completion.
On the contrary, it is a principle which only gradually reveals

its inner strength, which has a thought of its own for every
age; which is able to assume a form convenient for every
land, and in these very series of transfigurations continues its
progress of development. And the history of the English
disturbances of the seventeenth century forms pre eminently
an important moment in this progress.

It is only lately that we have reached a more correct
opinion on these troubles. Guizot has greatly helped us in
this, by the publication of his Memoirs, and honor is due
to Merle d'Aubigne, and Macaulay, for having sounded the
deeply serious and interesting character of this powerful move-
ment of the war of the Independents. This needs not, how-
ever, occasion surprise. The Independents were defeated, and
never obtained a hearing for their cause. It was to be ex-
pected that Romish historians would antagonize them. On
the strength of slanderous reports the Presbyterian churches
have always misunderstood and misappreciated them, and in
Lutheran countries knowledge and inclination both were want-
ing to fathom this anti-monarchical commotion. No one plead
their cause for them; their own testimony was invalid; in
America, public thought was busily making history, rather
than writing it, and so it happened that the opinion concern-
ing the Independents which was formulated by their enemies
has been echoed, without question, by every later historian,
until it was analyzed for the first time by Weingarten and
thereby destroyed.

For, as it now appears, the struggle of the Independents
aimed to solve the twofold question: first, the formal inquiry,
hinted at above: Is Calvinism to degenerate into petrefac-
tion, or prove itself a life-principle for future development,
both for church and state? and, what is of more importance
still, touching the root of all liberties: Is liberty of conscience,
which Calvinism includes in its programme, toe realized or
not ? Let history show the meaning of the English disturb-
ances touching these two inquiries.
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For the first question: Is Calvinism petrefaction or a life.
principle, we refer at once to Robinson, the fine thinker and
gentle Christian, whose essays are still a literary delight, and:
who, as spiritual father of the Independency, far excels the
silly renegade Brown, in vigor of intellect and greatness
soul. Robinson had fled from England, and lived first
Amsterdam, and afterward in Leyden, and was the leader of
the Brownist church. We have in hand noteworthy word
spoken by him to the Pilgrim fathers as they embarked for.:`
America, which place us in the heart of the question better,.
than broadest annals. "Brethren," said he to the departin•
pilgrims, "I charge you, before God and his blessed angels,:
that you follow me no further than you have seen me follow'
the Lord Jesus Christ. We have not reached the end. The •
Lord has more truth yet to break forth out of his holy word. •
I cannot sufficiently bewail the condition of the Reformed
churches, who are come to a period in religion, and will go at
present no further than the instruments of their reformation;
the Lutheran halting with Luther, the Calvinists with Calvin.
Luther and Calvin were great and shining lights in their times,
but they penetrated not the whole council of God, and, were
they now living, would be as willing to embrace further light
as that which they first received. I beseech you to remem-
ber, it is an article of your church covenant, that you should
be ready to receive whatever truth shall be made known to you
from the written word of God. But I must here withal ex-
hort you to take care what you receive as truth, for it is not
possible that the Christian world should come so lately out of
such thick antichristian darkness, and that perfection of knowl-
edge should break forth at once." 1 Is not this manliness and
nobility of speech, and does it occasion no surprise that such
a man and his followers should have been persecuted with
bitterest sarcasm, wildest anger, abuse, and disdain ?

How, moreover, is it to be explained, that the Presby-
1 Bancroft, Vol. i. pp. 306, 307.
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terians in England, who also were Calvinists, were accessory
to this evil ? The justly celebrated masterpiece of Bunyan is
well known, at least by name; this most beautiful allegory is
but a single utterance of the deep spirituality of life, of the
tenderness of heart, and of holiest mysticism, which comes to
us from the circles of these Independents. How then explain
the phenomenon that the Reformed churches, which boast of
Bunyan to this day, and warm their hearts by the glow of his
mysticism, have lived in relentless hostility to the Independ-
ency, and have transposed into its opposite the "de mortuis
nil nisi bonum," when it concerned them ? The antithesis
alone between petrefaction and life-principle offers us the so-
lution. Repristination or development was the issue at stake
between Presbyterians and Independents.

In England the Reformation under Henry VIII. limited
itself to a meaningless exchange of spiritual authority. Hence-
forth England's King, and not the Lord Bishop of Rome, was
to be clothed with the spiritual authority of England's church,
but the church itself remained almost wholly unchanged. The
humiliation of John Londerland was revenged. Nothing was
done beyond that. Edward VI. died young. During Mary's
reign Rome was again preferred, and Elizabeth, "the maiden
queen," was the first to infuse the old hierarchical and now
national church form with the substance of the Reformed and
very positive Calvinistic doctrine. So it continued to be a
reformation beginning with the throne, and therefore met with
no response from the heart of the people. Three-fourths of
all England remained in sympathy with Rome. Not the six-
teenth, but the seventeenth, century witnessed the energetic
reformation of the English people. By far the larger part of
the nation turned with heart and soul toward the Reforma-
tion, only during those later periods, under ttte combined in-
fluence of Scotland and Holland. Hence all the sorrows that
came upon England. That twofold reformation—one having
its rise with the throne, the other with the people; one of

VOL. LII. NO. 207.	 2
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the sixteenth, the other of the seventeenth century—must`
lead to collisions. In the cities especially, and in the north or:
England, the Reformed people resisted the Episcopal Church.
They were Calvinists, and they demanded that their church
form should be Calvinistic too. That church form had as
sumed its own outlines in Geneva, France, and Holland. AS-'7

the Reformed church was there and in Scotland, their church .

in England should be. And this is the stand these Presby
terians took. Calvinism is petrefaction, they said; it is boun
to the form it had assumed once. Reject it therefore on acs
count of the form, or with that form take it.

And against this Robinson rebelled, and Milton hurled
the bolts of his eloquence against this stand, and the utter-
most efforts of the Independents were directed against this
grievous error. And rightly so. They fought with Calvin
on their side. He had emphatically denounced being bound
to any one form. By pressing this claim the Independents
saved the future of Calvinistic reformation. They spake after
the heart of England's people, which could not bide the form
of the French church government. And the outcome, even
now, puts the seal upon their struggle, for there is still a
Presbyterian Church in England, but, reduced to utter insig-
nificance, it is small and of feeble spiritual power. It was not
English, and in the French form it could not flourish on En-
glish soil.

This is what the Independents foresaw. They had no
thought of rejecting Calvinism. In loyal attachment to the
central dogma of the election they far excelled the Presby-
terians, but they desired an idiomatic church form for England,
which at the same time should be a development of Calvin-
ism. They claimed separation of church and state; autonomy
of the individual churches; free combination into synods, no.,,
compulsion; free suffrage of the laity and ecclesiastical gath er
erings with open doors,—virtually the same system which .

now prevails in Scotland and America, in France, Switzer-

land, and Holland. The Presbyterians suffered defeat. After
Milton's rise they were scattered as chaff before the wind,
and after a mechanical existence of nearly two centuries, their
vitality is exhausted. But they have revenged themselves.
When Hornius the historian came from Leyden to London,
they gave him the most inane reports of the movement of the
Independents. Hornius accepted them readily, and embodied
them in his "de statu ecclesim Brittanicx hodierno." From
this work Bohme drew his information, Tzschirner repeated
it, Statidlin copied it, even Arnold and Schrokh thought they
could rely on his fictitious story; and so the tracks appear
along which calumny pursued its course, to stigmatize one of
the richest developments of Calvinism.

The second question at stake in the war of the Inde-
pendents was of greater importance still: Is liberty of con-
science a dead letter in the Calvinistic programme or not ?
The Inquisition tolerated not the slightest divergence from the
confessions of Rome. Compared with this, Calvin's declara-
tion in his "Institutes," "As long as the central truths of
Christianity are held intact, difference of opinion is to be tol-
erated," was the first life-utterance of a glorious principle,
but which, as shown by Servetus' judicial death, lay still en-
wrapped in the swaddling clothes of the old mother church.
In Germany the question of the liberty of conscience was
stifled by the "Cujus regio, ejus religio." In France, also,
it appeared mixed up with other interests. Everywhere else it
met with abuse. All honor to the Dutch, therefore; the
union of the seven provinces took longest strides forward in
the solution of this problem. Banished from London, Rob-
inson found a safe shelter in Amsterdam; driven from Spain
and Portugal, the Jews found quarters in Holland's capital;
and diverging sects had liberty of worship, though

; within
closed doors. Chief thanks for this, however, are due to
practice rather than theory. Our Holland placards against
Rome were anything but tolerant. The state church ruled
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supreme. Difference of opinion might be tolerated, but
erty of conscience was not recognized as a principle. But '..
matters were worse in England. The progress of episcopacy!:-
was identified more and more with the glory of the nation,
the gates of the Tower admitted in turn Romanists and Pres
byterians; and more than once the followers of Geneva an
Rome faced each other on the scaffold. This state of thing
became more and more untenable by the people's reforma
tion in the seventeenth century. Thousands could be op-
pressed and persecuted, but when these thousands beca
millions, and presently constituted half of the realm, the
scourge became powerless in the hand of the chastiser.

Now the question of the liberty of conscience assumed a:
new phase. Quite unexpectedly the practical question was:
put: What is the claim of your principle, when exiles not
merely seek your protection, and minor sects your toleration,
but when half the nation despises your state church ? The
answer which the Presbyterians made, did not mend matters;
on the contrary, it created more bitter grievances, and it be-
came the spiritual cause of the death of King Charles. They
said in substance: " Abandon episcopacy, and let our church
be the state church, as it is in Scotland, Holland, and Ge-

neva." This was but a shifting of the question. For then
the episcopal portion of the nation would have been the ag-
grieved party, and liberty of conscience as far removed as ever
from the people. It was not the Presbyterians, but _their en-

, thusiastic opponents, the Independents, who then found the.
answer that brought salvation. Their motto was: Separa-
tion of church and state; and, as outcome of this, Absolute
liberty to worship God according to the dictates of the heart,,'
Greatly has Barebone's Parliament been slandered; but the
following statement, copied from its records, is its own justi-
fication: "As for the truth and power of religion, it being a
matter intrinsical between God and the soul, we conceive
there is no power of coersion thereunto." Liberty of con-

science "to all that profess Christ, without exception," was
already then the cry of the Yorkshire farmers. Milton makes
exception with the Romanists only, for the sake of their at-
tachment to a foreign prince. Godwin went so far as to de-
mand "a full liberty of conscience to all sects, even Turks,
Jews, and papists." "It is the will and the law of God,"
wrote the compassionate Samaritan, that after the coming of
Christ on the earth, fullest liberty should be conceded to
every soul of every nation, of conscience as well as of public
worship, to Christian and Jew, to Turk and heathen both.
And is it asked on what grounds this claim was entered, then
let it not be thought that it is, as held by the French revolu-
tionists and by our doctrinaires: "that the State has nothing
to do with religion "; but, on the contrary, in the very interest
of religion and in the fear of sin is found the motive which
induced them to honor the most absolute liberty. In 1649
appeared a pamphlet under the title of "The Liberty of Con-
science asserted," by one who calls himself " A Well-wisher
to the Kingdom of God." In this we read: " He who in
matters of religion acts contrary to the dictates of his con-
science, commits an accursed sin. Whoever, therefore, forces
another . by violence or trickery to do this thing, is cause of
his sin." " Persecution for the sake of the faith," continues
he, "is a spiritual murder, an assassination of the soul, it is a
rage against God himself, the most horrible of sins." And
what has the French Revolution done but taken the fruit4
from the Calvinistic stem, and placed it on its liberty tree,
with the perversion however of its moral motives, in that it
rejected every faith. This does not claim innocency for the
Independents on every score. In the heat of battle they
often tolerated "Levelers" in their ranks; and in their pam-
phlets they often desecrated their glorioudeals with Lev-
eler theories; and some of the more enthusiastic among them
became fanatical spiritualists, whereby the State was greatly
endangered. Yes, some Quakers of the left fell away into a

111
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radicalism which sneered at every practical claim of faith and 1$61-
life, and threatened the entire overthrow of society and of all
Christendom besides; even Cromwell's notion of convoking'::'
the "saints" in a parliament was an unpardonable political
mistake. But if, on the other hand, it can be shown that4:
public safety in England was never as secure as it was undei,

their rule; that Cromwell's army is almost the only exampl
in history of a soldiership which was not profane, but devoutl'
which did not rob, but doled out charities; which outraged
no women, but punished the violator with the switch; that
the demon of robbery and sensuality never lurked back Cr
their pious features, to bring into question the honesty and
the integrity of their convictions,—in all honesty, there is
then no reason why, for the sake of the excesses of their en-
thusiastic partisans, their manly struggle for the highest ideal
of liberty should be depreciated. Some concession is due to •r‘
a company of heroes, such as they, who were the first to
fathom and confess the deep thought and uttermost conse-
quence of conscience liberty.

It goes without saying that this led to a modification of
public law. Theocracy was maintained, but in a different
form. There was no mention now of a church in the state, "t
nor of a state united with the church. The church of Christ
was the point of departure. Hers was the care to see that
the principles of right and truth swayed the hearts of the
people, and for the people the indispensable but free organi--
zation in the state lay in their social life. The liberty idea
fully realized in the consciousness of the church, must also
discover for itself civil right within the domain of the state.
From the idea of conscience liberty, grasped in its deepest-
meaning, sprang of itself the development of political liberty.
Of course, no mention was made of the sovereignty of the
people by men who, as Christians and civilians both, honored
Christ as their king. But the plea for other matters, such as 

k,

the liberty of the press, is found with Milton, and with God-
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win for official sittings with open doors, and for the holy and
yet civil contract of marriage, it is found in the acts of Bare-
bone's Parliament. And though it seems scarcely credible,
it is nevertheless a fact that the first report of state care for
science was made out by a committee appointed by that self-
same parliament. They were the first to introduce our mod-
ern idea of one treasury for all revenues of state. The intro-
duction of the Burgher class dates from their appearance.
They simplified the process of the judicatory, they applied
economy in the expenditures of state; and amelioration and
lessening of corporal punishments were first advocated by In-
dependents.

That in Great Britain, however, they should be worsted,
was inevitable. The statesmen on whom England leaned
were Episcopalians, and remained so, and- even holiest en-
thusiasm is not able with a single stroke to turn industrious
citizens into masters of state-craft. Their ideas were most
excellent, but for reforming English economics they fell short
in molding power and strength. This is what effected their
defeat, says Guizot, and not their eccentricities. In America
for the first time, and upon a smaller scale, the principle was
to exhibit its vital power, the first unfoldings of which delight
and enchant the readers of the memoirs of Mrs. Hutchinson.
As exiles cast on American shores, they brought with them
to the New World the spiritual fruit of their struggles and
sufferings. Whatever of greatness and glory was wrought in
America by the power of a liberty subject to God, was en-
gendered by their spirit.

But it was not America alone that reaped benefit from
them. England, the Reformed church, and all the nations
of Europe are indebted to them for the morstrength which
they developed.

It is well known that only with the accession to the
throne of our Stadtholder William III. was political quiet re-
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established in England, and that the "glorious revolution"
marks the beginning of England's power and influence. This
change of dynasty had nothing in common with the French
Revolution, it laid no violent hand on the organism of the
people, it broke not up the wheelwork of the state, it was
no outcome of new and abstract notions, but an act of prac-
tical necessity, forced by the existing, universally valid and.
historic theory. The Stuarts wanted repristination. They
wanted England back in old beaten tracks, as though its -
spirit had not been stirred in the Cromwell period. This was
an anachronism, an effort, condemned from the start, to re-
press the stream in its bed, and which threatened Great Brit-
ain with political death. The nation had been plowed, and
precious seed had been cast in the widely-opened furrows,
and the people would not suffer itself to be robbed of the har-
vest of this activity. William of Orange, the brave king, he-
roic general, and clever statesman, was permitted to associate
his noble name with the ripening of that harvest, and the
Toleration Act, the liberation of the Reformed church in Scot-
land, the introduction of a yearly budget, the extension of the
rights of parliament, and the abolishing of the secret judica-
ture, offered the English nation the fruits obtained by the
Independents, whose Utopia it had mocked, but whose spirit
it had imbibed. The false theory of the wrongly-interpreted
" divine right" was ended; the Whigs could safely introduce
the ideal of the Independents into our constitutional public
law. And is it asked: Whether the emancipated Great Brit-
ain, after a century of increasing greatness, greeted the French
Revolution as a product of its spirit, or disdained it as a
poisonous fruit of foreign origin, then read the Memoirs of
Burke, the hero who opposed Hastings, in which he defended
America, and bravely took the part of every victim of perse-
cution, and branded France's revolution as the acme of human
frenzy; or better still, look for an answer to the millions of
pounds England freely gave, and the stream of blood she'

freely shed, to redeem the exhausted continent from the vio-
lence of that revolution.

The Reformed church also was saved by the war of the
Independents. She was threatened with petrefaction, de-
sirous to enjoy the fruits of the Reformers' toils rather than
continue labor in their spirit. In the Synod of Dort the
last sign of life of the church in Holland was seen, when she
introduced in the post-acta the obligation of continued refor-
mation, but which obligation was never met. And England's
and Scotland's churches were fast asleep; in Switzerland the
church rested on laurels of the past; in France she was re-
duced to utter helplessness by the crafty cunning of the court,
supported by the sword of the dragoons. But now, look at
the great church in the United States, is not she a spiritual
fruit of the Independency ? Look at the influential group of
the Dissenters in England, which gathers in its houses of
prayer nearly half of the entire nation, is she not Wesley's
trophy, and is not Wesley himself a spiritual descendant of the
Robinsons and Godwins ? Look at the Free Scotch Church,
which, with the yoke cast from its shoulders by the heroic
faith of Chalmers, has realized the ideal in a flourishing church
life, after which the Puritans hungered with all their heart.
Of the free churches in Switzerland, France, and Holland
there is little to say. They are smaller and furnish less argu-
ment for proof. But when in our Reformed churches we pride
ourselves on the right of vote by the laity, and demand sep-
aration from the state, and assemblies with open doors, what
else then do we do but copy Robinson, letter by letter ? What
is Calvinism of the free churches other than the thing which
in principle the Independents so greatly desired ?

Finally, all Europe shared the blessing, even though it
was extended at the hand of the most atrocious revolution;
ever since the French Revolution politicAliberty has steadily
gained ground in Europe, and much that is precious has been
obtained by its means. Let not this confession cause sur-



prise. We are anti-revolutionists, not because we reject the
fruits of the revolution period, but because we think ourselves "
able, with history in hand, to contest the fatherhood of that
which is so precious. Together with great evil, the French
Revolution brought Europe some good, but that good was
stolen fruit, ripened on the stem of Calvinism under the fos,
tering glow of the faith of our martyrs, first on our own soil,
then in England, and presently in America. Proof for this
assertion follows later on; it is sufficient here to say, that not
from the September massacres, but from the blood-pools of
our Spain defying towns; not from the guillotine, but from
the stakes of the Backers and De Bressen; not from the
libraries of the Encyclopedists, but from the prayer cells of
the Independents; not from the fury of the sans-cullottes, but
from the ruggedness of the Pilgrim fathers, arose that more
beautiful dawn which now illuminates free Europe.

[To be concluded.]
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ARTICLE II.

THE RELATIONS OF CAPITAL AND LABOR. 1

BY LUCIEN C. WARNER, M. D.

IF I understand the broad aim and purpose of Sociol-
ogy it is to better the condition of mankind, especially the
condition of the so-called working classes, by which is usu-
ally meant the wage -earners. One of the most prominent
questions to consider, therefore, is the relations of capital
and labor, of employer and workman. I shall not attempt
an elaborate discussion on this topic, but shall indicate some
of the practical difficulties to be overcome, and a few gen-
eral principles which may be useful in guiding us to correct
conclusions. If my treatment of the subiect is in some points
chaotic, it will not inaptly represent the present condition of
the problem I am discussing.

The ideal of workmen, as voiced by their leaders, is on
the one hand cooperation, and on the other, governmental
paternalism. They would have cooperation in the ownership
and management of mercantile and manufacturing enterprises,
and governmental ownership and control of railroads, tele-
graphs, and all of the various corporations that are depend-
ent upon special franchises from the public. On the latter
subject I have no experience, and no snecial opportunities
for observation, so I shall confine myself to the relations of
labor to manufacturing and mercantile enterprises.

The reason for favoring cooperation is chiefly that the
workman may receive larger emoluments foiehis labor, or, in .
other words, a larger share of the profits. This necessarily

Paper read at the Oberlin Institute of CLristian Sociology held
November 14 and 15, 1894.
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ARTICLE IV.

CALVINISM : THE ORIGIN AND SAFEGUARD OF
OUR CONSTITUTIONAL LIBERTIES.'

BY THE REV. ABRAHAM KUYPER, D. D.

IV.
.„.

WE go back another century, from T -6750 to" I 550, from
the Calvinistic troubles in England to the struggle of the
Huguenots in France. It must be shown that the Independ-
ents and the Huguenots were congenial to each other, as well
as that they differed; only when the affiliation of the two is
established, does the line of Calvinistic development appear
unbroken.

Their spiritual affiliation is shown, first of all, by de Co-
ligni's plan of colonization, which, though but little known, is
exceedingly noteworthy. It is well known that de Coligni,
however different in character, was the Cromwell of the Hu-
guenots; and, without his faults, was, no less than the Pro-
tector, the soul and sword of Calvinism. As much as four
years before the Huguenots took up arms against the court
in 1559, and the martyrs' woes had been endured in silence
for nearly forty years, the natural leaders of the Calvinists
began to see that it would not do, in the long run, to submit
to slaughter without defence. From a writing to Cardinal
Boromeus it appears that the Huguenots numbered nearly
half of the population of France, and this fact stimulated both
their desire to offer armed resistance, and the purpose of the
king to violently exterminate them. The very,increase of their
numbers rendered their position critical. This was suspected

1 Translated from the Dutch by the Rev. J. Hendrik de Vries, M. A.,
Bronxville, N. Y.

in the cabinet of Catherine de' Medici, and led to the horrors
of the Bartholomew massacre. Admiral de Coligni likewise
saw through this, and it led him to devise a plan of coloniza-
tion. "If then Calvinism is not to be tolerated in France,
allow your Huguenots to emigrate to America. Let there
be a Catholic France with Calvinistic colonies. Then will
our persecutions be ended, and as a naval power also, France
will be the successful competitor of Spain and Portugal."
Henry II. deemed this project not altogether impracticable,
and in August of 1555 Durand de Villegagnon, a Maltese
Knight, and Vice-Admiral of Bretagne, set sail with two of
the king's men-of-war, to found a colony in Brazil. He
landed in the Bay of Janeiro, planted the flag of France, and
named the fort which he built Coligni, after the hero whose
project he was carrying out. In the following year three
ships of the royal navy were employed in the transportation
of emigrants. But, alas! even then a less noble intention
was entertained at court. Orders were sent to Fort Coligni
to introduce Romish worship. This put a stop to further
Huguenot emigration, and those who were already in Brazil
were overtaken by the Portuguese and most pitilessly mas-
sacred.

But de Coligni went on, and in 1562 induced King Charles
IX. to send out three men-of-war with Huguenot colonists
to North America. The fort they built was named, after the
king, Carolina, to which in their turn the states of North and
South Carolina owe their name. By bad management, how-
ever, this fort also fell into the enemy's hands. The Spanish
marines took it, and the Huguenots they strung on trees,
with the base superscription over their heads: " Killed as
heretics, not as Frenchmen." This cruelty became the more
notorious in history because it incited that Gascony noble-
man, Dominique de Gourgues, to take revenge by going to
America, and obtaining a hearing with the Indians; with
their help to recapture this fort, and then, with equal cruelty,
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to string up the Spaniards to the same trees on which he
found the bodies of the Huguenots, with this writing above
their heads: " Killed as murderers, not as Spaniards." But
aside from this historic. incident, who does not see the strik-
ing similarity between this colonization plan of de Coligni
which ended in failure, and that of the Puritans which met
with success ? The eyes of both looked for a new world, the
glance of both was turned toward America, and in Coligni's
idea, as well as in Robinson's, the consciousness found ex-
pression that Calvinistic faith could not flourish in a com-
monwealth constituted after Romish .state-law, but rather
carried within itself a creative principle which contained a state-
law of its own, and a new political life.

On the question of toleration, Independents and Hugue-
nots, though less closely, were also allied. It cannot be de-
nied that, impelled by passions so violently aroused by warfare
without quarter, cruelties were also practised by them. Facts
are facts, and to falsify history is no temptation to us, for the
reason that Calvinism does not seek its strength in persons,
but in principles. The question is: What was the desire and
the design of those Calvinistic leaders in France ? And the
answer is found in that important document of state which
was issued by the Huguenot leaders, on the sixteenth day of
December, 1573. Hence after the massacre of St. Bartholo-
mew and conceived in the midst of its horrors. It bore the
title " Reglement de Politic et de Guerre," and contained the
carefully-outlined fundamental law which was to be the con-
stitution of the Huguenot state in France. In this constitu-
tion, Article XXXIII. treats of the attitude toward Romanists,
who were by far the minority in Reformed neighborhoods,
and reads: " Unarmed Catholics are to be treated in the gen-
tlest possible manner. No outrage shall be committed upon
them, nor shall violence be done against their conscience,
honor, or property. They shall be allowed to dwell in the
bonds of friendship and peace, as good citizens and beloved

brethren." And this was written on the day after Jonneau,
the invincible commander of Sancerre, together with that
powerful preacher de la Bourgade, had been most cruelly mur-
dered, in spite of the most sacred pledge of safety, by the
troops of the king.

The moral character of their movement points with equal
definiteness to the austerity of the Puritans. The soldiers of
Cromwell, as referred to above, committed no outrage, but
respected honor; they were not profane, but devout. This
was foreshadowed by the army of the Huguenots, of which
Varillas, their bitterest enemy, narrates in his " Histoire de
Charles IX.," that, among them prayers were made with ut-
most regularity, every offence visited by immediate penalty.
Idleness was not countenanced, and if Marshal Brissac prided
himself on his cleverness to settle every dispute among his
soldiers, the Calvinists did better still: their troops quarrelled
none. Daily they sang psalms. They never gambled. Their
food was simple, and venders were forbidden to offer other
diet. Immorality was not practised, and • the farmers were
paid for their produce with market regularity in times of peace.
The opponent, of course, considered all this ascetic follies,
but whoever is acquainted with the morals of the French
army, in its earliest and latest campaigns, cannot but won-
der, with Varillas, at the strength of a principle which wrought
from the French infantry an army such as this. No one will
deny that this family resemblance to the Puritan army is
striking. The affiliation of Independents and Huguenots is
clearly seen in their sternly moral tone.

The same is true, finally, of their fundamental concept
of politics; even to such a degree that in broad outline the
American Constitution is almost a literal fac-simile of the Hu-
guenot Constitution of 1573. , The principles of the " Re-
glement de Policie et de‘Guerre," referred to above, are these:
From their homes the Huguenots come to the market place,
and swear for themselves and their descendants that the fol-  
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lowing statutes shall be kept. Then, after taking an oath,
they elect from their own number, by a popular vote, a mayor
and a council of one hundred members. The choice is made
from the people and the nobility, without preference of either
class. The one hundred councillors divide themselves into
two chambers, one of which consists of the mayor and twenty-
five councillors and the other of the remaining seventy-five.
No decree of the mayor is valid without the approval of the
first. The approval of the seventy-five is needed for every
matter of importance, such as the introduction of new laws,
raising taxes, military operations, coinage, etc. The mayor
abdicates each year, and is not eligible for re-election. Like-
wise the two councils resign from office each year on January
one, but may be elected again. The right of election of the
first chamber is vested in the second, and that of the second
in the first. A jury is added to the tribunal. From these
mayors and first councils, a state governor and a captain-
general are appointed. These appointments also are to be
made by the people; but, on account of the embarrassments
of the time, it rested temporarily with the councils. Their
power is by no means unlimited, and, mark you, at the close
of the war, they lose their rank, and return to private life.
This is exactly what was witnessed in England after Crom-
well's death, and in America after the late civil war. In-
deed, there may be.noted but one point of difference between
the basal thought of this Reglement and that of the American
Constitution. In the Reglement the appointing power is ex-
ercised for the people by their appointees; in America even
minor elections are decided by the popular vote. It must be
granted that the Calvinists in France were ready to return to
the government of the king. Article IV. of their constitution
states this in so many words: "in waiting till it please God
to soften the king's heart, and to re-establish the ancient lib-
erties of France." But so much is certain: the fundamental
outlines of the liberties realized in America by the Puritans

were formulated, one hundred years before, by the Calvinists
in France.

In spite, however, of these clearly-outlined traits of re-
semblance, in their plan of colonization, in the homage they
paid to the liberty of conscience, in their morals and in their
fundamentals in politics, the Independents and the Hugue-
nots do not occupy the same standpoint. Both are repre-
sentatives of Calvinism, but each in a different phase of its
development. With Robinson, Calvinism is more broadly de-
veloped than with de Coligni or La Noue. This has already
been shown by the violence and bitterness of the troubles be-
tween the Independents and the Presbyterians. For the Pres-
byterians in England demanded the very thing which the
Huguenots proposed in France, both for church and state.

In the church they did not want, what the Independents
asked for: a circle of free, autonomic congregations. They
demanded a thoroughly-organized ecclesiasticism, in which
authority was vested with the synod, and from which the in-
fluence and voice of the laity were carefully excluded. In 1559
this fusion of the free congregations into one church union
was effected, and only in our century has the appointing
power of the boards been abolished. Was this a necessary
consequence of the Calvinistic principle ? By no means. In
Switzerland there was no mention at this:time of a synodic
bond. During Calvin's lifetime there never was anything
more than a consistory in Geneva. Calvin's church was ab-
solutely autonomic. No: the motive for this close organiza-
tion had another origin; its cause was not ecclesiastical, but
political, and was not born of spiritual, but military interests.
Consider the times. In 1559, shortly before the conspiracy
of Amboise, it was felt that passive endurance had reached
its limit, and that the issue was not to be decgded but by the
sword. The prelude of civil war had begun, and it was well
known, that for such a war organization, unity of action and
leadership were indispensable, but the idea was not yet born
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of building "a state withi th,^e state." The Reglement de
Politie et de Guerre is of .l1 - This induced them to seek
a substitute for the body politic, till then wanting, by strength-
ening the ties of the church. No war can be waged without
money. To raise it, consistories assessed their congrega-
tions. Troops had to be levied, cannons and ammunition to
be bought, cavalry to be hired, and for this the network of
consistories spread over France was made to do service; and,
to strengthen the common purpose, its cords were made to,
run through only a very few hands. Thus things were done
in Holland, and thus they were done in France, and in both
countries it was a secondary design of political and military
interests, and not the claim of the principle of faith, by which
the Reformed church was put, as it were, in a strait-jacket
within which its life has languished for more than two hun-
dred years.

Nor was this all. The Calvinistic principle, when logic-
ally applied, leads to separation of church and state, as soon
as the state is not wholly Calvinistic. This principle could
not prevail in Geneva. The dissension among the citizens of
Geneva, which Calvin quieted, arose not from a difference of
confession, but from shameful libertinism. There were no
Romanists there. But there were Romanists in France. To.
assume the consequences of separation, and as a free church
pay homage to the independence of civil government: this
stage of development in Calvinism had not been reached.
Hopes were too sanguine that the other half of the French
nation also would honor the Reformation. The question in
hand would then drop of itself, and the whole of France be
Reformed. When this hope proved vain, and two forms of
faith maintained themselves in the state, even then the proper
course of action was not discovered. A way of escape was
tried in the colonization plan. France would then be Cath-
olic, and its colony Reformed. And when this failed, the
other extreme became the watchword. Two states for two,
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faiths. A Huguenot government side by side with a Romish
government in the bosom of the same nation. This was
equally futile, for this insured the maintenance of the union
of church and state. The Huguenots wanted to be the state
church, or a church with politics of its own within the state..
But, that emancipation of the church is the condition for the I
permanent development of its life, was not recognized in France.

The last point of difference is the aristocratic character
of the French, and the democratic character of the English
movement. This is explained by the fact that French nobil-
ity favored the Huguenots, and English nobility opposed the
Dissenters. At least as late as the St. Bartholomew massa-
cre, this influence continued its ascendency, and in the Synod
of Orleans in 1652 was rigorously maintained against the
demagogic tendency of Morel and his following. When, how-
ever, on the night of August 24, and in the succeeding days,
the Protestant nobility of France were literally slaughtered,
the democratic influence of necessity gained the day, and the
gateway opened wide for that demagogic fanaticism which so
disgraced the closing period of the War of the Huguenots.
This found its cause in the very character of French condi-
tions. Citizens in Holland and England might safely be
placed at the helm of state, but not in France. Perrens'
master-work "La democratie en France au Moyenage " has
but too graphically pictured to us the Yacqucric, and the mu-
tinies of Etienne Marcel and Robert le Coq, than that we
can fail to see how greatly, in general development, the citi-
zens of Holland and England were in advance of the citizens
of France. From the interesting dialogue "Le reveille matin
des Francais," which was published as an expression of these
demagogic ideas, it was readily prophesied thatthe apostolate
of popular sovereignty would have its rise with the people of
France. For therein it was stated: "A people can exist
without public authority, but no public authority can exist
without the people. The people create the government, by
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way of a social contract, and for the sake of the advantages
which accrue from an established order of things." These
are the very ideas of Rousseau! And we read further: "The
people that have lent authority to the king have reserved
highest authority for themselves, even over the king"; and
when the king becomes tyrant, "The assassination of such .a
despot, after the examples set by classic Greece and Rome,
is to be lauded as the most praiseworthy of deeds." This
Jacobin passion becomes so heated in this pamphlet, that a
man from the people is finally introduced to exclaim: "A
patricide used to be drowned, sewn up in a bag together with
a rooster, a serpent, and an ape. What an excellent thing
it would be, if this old form of punishment could be repeated
in the case of King Charles, the slayer of his country. Cath-
erine de' Medici might go with him as the serpent, Anjou as
the rooster, the Duke of Retz could play the ape, and, freed
from these four villainous good-for-nothings, France could
once more be powerful as of yore."

These bloodthirsty notion's were not engendered by Cal-
vinism, but mingled with it. They were rife in France before
Calvinism was known there at all. As early as 1408 the
Romish priest John Parvus, in his " Justificatio Ducis Bur-
gundiae coram rege recitata," defended and lauded the assas-
sination of tyrants, saying that, on the strength of natural,
moral, and divine laws, every citizen has the right to slay a
tyrant, without official authority; this was the more meritori-
ous, according as the tyrant's chances of escape from the gal-
lows were favorable. The Sorbonne condemned this book in
1416, and with equal solemnity recalled this sentence in 1418.
Moreover, John Parvus stood not alone in this matter. Even
van Salisbury and Gerson, the Doctor christianissimus, "pro-
claimed doctrines about authority which were equally ques-
tionable," and the Spanish Jesuit John Mariana, in his " De
Rege et Regis Institutione," said that he wrote for King
Philip III., the Infanta, in like spirit. Equally positive and
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revolutionary ideas on the sovereignty of the people are found
in the writings of Boethius, Commines, Montaigne, and Thu-
anus, and there was so little respect for the authority of the
king, that, in 1478, one, Oliver Maillart, dared answer Louis
XI., who threatened him with death by drowning: "Sir King,
it will be less difficult for me to creep on my knees to the
Seine, than for you, with your best coach and four, to reach
any other place than hell." Let us have historic fairness. It
is true that even Melanchthon and Beza approved of killing a ,

tyrant, but when it is found that, before the Reformation '
broke out, and before the Father of Calvinism had yet been
born, these ideas were rife, then they should not be laid to
the charge of Calvinism or Romanism, but the cause of these
immoral ideas should be discovered in a sinful trait of the'
Renaissance. For it is in this school that the false heroism'
of the ancient Romans and Greeks has engendered such bit-'
ter fruit.

As purer sources from which to draw knowledge of Re-
formed state-law, the standard works of Hottoman and Lan-
guet should be consulted. Even though this self-same false
vein of the Renaissance courses through Hottoman's Franco
Gallia, and through Languet and the Pseudonym, "
contra tyrannos," by Junius Brutus, yet, with the last-named
author especially, are marked out the fundamental lines of
the Calvinistic system in which roots the true, constitutional
state-law. For with this learned statesman and sagacious
diplomat, whose works have lately again been translated by
Richard Treitzschke, is found indeed a system. He esteems
all authority as descended from God. He is an advocate of
the "Droit divin." In this wise, however, helooks for the
sovereignty of the crown; not in the person othe king, nor
yet in the isolated office of royalty, but in the organic union
of this office with the "magistratus inferiores." And with
these he does not mean the officers appointed by the king,

CI
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but the dispensers of power, who, independent of the will of
the king, hold seats in political bodies and parliaments.
These are " regni officiarii, non regis," officials of the realm,
not of the king. Officials of the king are dependent on the
king, but not they. Hence of the former the function is to
protect the person of the king; of the latter, to prevent harm
to come upon the republic. These magistratus inferiores

have received a part of the state sovereignty of God, as well
as the king. They and he together are responsible to the
King of kings that authority be for the good of the people.
The king's shortcomings in the discharge of duty do not re-
lease them from their oaths. If the king watch not, they
must watch, though the king himself be the oppressor. This
is the first germ of constitutional state-law, having its deep-
est root, not in the people, but in God. This doctrine of the
magistratus inferiores, preached by Calvin, and recommended
in the "Liber Magdeburgensis," was first elevated by Lan-
guet, though not without some error, into a scientific, state,
judiciary system of highest rank, based upon the Word of
God, and enriched with the principles of Germanic and of
natural law. To this system the English revolution owes its
fundamental thought, and on this was based the right of the
Dutch in their brave resistance to Spanish tyranny. This
very idea of sovereignty in our own circle still draws the
boundary line between the people's sovereignty and our con-
stitutional state-laws; and, as de Tocqueville has shrewdly ob-
served, it is the decline of these magistratus inferiores by
which our political liberty is again most seriously threatened.

V.
And herewith the uncertainty is lifted, which obscured

the origin of our constitutional liberties. Since everybody
knows that the Calvinistic nations in Europe, as well as in
America, were the first to obtain their liberty by conquest,
and have enjoyed liberty longest, and have developed the best

traits for the preservation of civil liberty; since from history
it appears that America's United States, where to this day
the liberty-plant thrives most luxuriantly, owes its glory not
to the French Revolution but to Puritanic heroism; since,
according to the unanimous testimony of all modern histori-
ans, the banner of England's greatness was first lifted by

_Wham of Orange, and the glorious revolution which brought
him to the throne, appears a spiritual outcome of the War of
the Independents; yea, since the archives show that the pearl
of great worth, which our constitutional state-law offers for
the liberty of the people, was not taken from the bed of the
unholy stream of the French Revolution, but was plucked by
the Rousseaus and the Montesquieus from the martyr crown
of the Huguenots, and from the blood-drenched diadem of
our Nassaus and Oranges;—before such testimony of facts,
let the doctrinaire's prejudice yield, and let the claim which
Calvinism makes of being the source and origin of our civil
liberty, no longer be disputed.

This must be insisted upon, provided our last point can
also be demonstrated, viz., that the process of development
here traced, finds its starting-point in Calvin, and its explana-
tion in the characteristics of the Calvinistic Confession.

Reza 46.rin Vezelay, Calvin's fidus Ackates, marks the
transition between Calvinism at Geneva and Calvinism of the
Huguenots. He does not claim liberty Of worship. "That
every man should worship God," said he, " in any form he
will, is a merely diabolical dogma." On the other hand, he
has already come to despise judicial murders. To the Hun-
garian Baron Thelegd he writes: "Forsooth in the matter
of religion no one should be persecuted by fire and the sword,
this I hold as a primary principle, only let it be a care lest
immorality hide behind the conscience-mask." He also de-c.,
fends subjection to the powers that be. He disapproves of
Csar's murder by Brutus. But he is in favor of a Consti-
tution. "Finally, the power of the lawful magistrate is not
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illimitable." He therefore is in favor of parliaments, depu-
tier, superiors of the people, magistratus inftriorcs, with
sovereignty each in their circle. These, and not private cit-
izens, are to resist tyrannic authority. He hailed with glad-
ness the Dutch insurrection against Spain. For Conde he
recruited cavalry regiments, and presided over the diplomatic
bureau in Geneva which maintained the French Huguenots
in friendly relation with Germany's Reformed princes.

If then in Beza no single character-trait is wanting, the
development of which we saw in the course of Calvinism, we
find them still more sharply outlined in Calvin, even if some-
what intricate because of the trappings of the times.

With him, also, we consider first the liberty of conscience.
The trial of Servetus needs no recital here. Whoever chides
the reformer of Geneva for this procedure makes simple ex-
hibition thereby of lack of historic knowledge. The spirit of
the times was the executioner at the stake of Servetus, and
not Calvin. For this assertion we have no proof more con-
clusive and final than the testimony of Servetus himself,
when, concerning the "incorrigible and obstinate wickedness
of heresy," he writes with his own hand, that " this is a crime
plainly worthy of death with God and men." What Calvin
spake and did after the manner of his times does not concern
us, but only that which, in distinction from the spirit of the
times, he introduces as new principle. And this was his po-
sition, that, although in the essentials of our Christian con-
fession no heresy was to be tolerated, yet toward those who
diverged in minor points toleration should be shown, "since
there is no one whose mind is not darkened by some little
cloud of ignorance." This is a principle. The Huguenots
extended this toleration to unarmed Romanists. The Hol-
land republic went farther, and tolerated different forms of
worship, at least within closed doors. Still further developed,
it led in England to the "Toleration Act," until finally in
America the last consequence is deduced in the emancipa-

tion of every form of worship and of everybody's conscience.
Secondly, we consider sovereignty. Calvin also honors

the droll divin. Highest authority in monarchy or democ-
racy reigns Dei gratia. But that divine right attaches to the
crown, not to the person. Princes are common creatures and,
as a rule, of lower morals than average men. In his "Com-
mentary on Daniel " he writes: Monarchs, in their titles,
always put forward themselves as kings, generals, and counts,
by the grace of God; but how many falsely pretend to apply
God's name to themselves, for the purpose of securing the
supreme power. For what is the meaning of that title of
kings and princes—" by the grace of God," except to avoid
the acknowledgment of a superior. Meanwhile, they will-
ingly trample upon that God, with whose shield they protect
themselves,—so far are they from seriously thinking them-
selves to reign by his permission. It is mere pretence, there-
fore, to boast that they reign through God's favor. " They
hear it said," he continues, "that sovereignty is inviolable,
and what now do they do ? They make of it a shield for
themselves, as though this inviolability was predicated of their
own person." At court we often see highest positions held
by ignorant and unprincipled men, and the kings themselves,
in these days, are often as inane as the ass among dumb
brutes. Moreover, earthly princes lay aside all their power
when they rise up against God, and are unworthy of being
reckoned in the number of mankind. We ought rather ut-
terly to defy them than to obey them, whenever they are so
restive and wish to spoil God of his rights, and, as it were, to
seize upon his throne and draw him down from heaven. This
differs not a little from the droit a'ivin as claimed by Louis
XIV., but shows that it made Calvin az) cringing slave of
kings, even though we do not approve his passion.

The form of government Calvin looked upon as an out-
come of history, and which, as such, commands our respect.
Is it a monarchy, then honor the king. Is it democracy, then
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honor the leaders. Sovereignty can be imposed by God upon
a few, upon many, and upon all. This does not touch the
principle itself. If, however, Calvin is free to choose, he pre-
fers a republic. He read too closely the annals of the sins of
royal autocrats, not to dislike despotism. In an authority
entrusted to many there is less temptation to tyranny.

And what must be done when the authorities oppress
the land ? May a private person take up arms ? Never, says
Calvin. And when the authorities issue orders that are con-
trary to the honor of God, not even then. Refuse obedience,
and suffer the penalty. But when Calvin is asked, whether
then there is no way of resistance, he quickly adds: " This
observation I always apply to private persons. For if there
be any magistrates appointed for the protection of the peo-
ple, as the Ephori at Sparta, or the popular tribunes at Rome,
or the three estates of Parliament, then, I am so far from pro-
hibiting them, in the discharge of their duty, to oppose the
violence or cruelty of kings, that I affirm, that if they con-
nive at kings in their oppression of their people, such forbear-
ance involves the most nefarious perfidy, because they fraud-
ulently betray the liberty of the people, of which they know
that they have been appointed protectors by the ordination
of God." With Calvin is found the origin of the system of
secondary authorities, of the motto under which de Conde
rose against Charles, the Netherlands against Philip, England's
Parliament against the Stuarts, and the American colonies
against the mother country. With Calvin is found the glori-
ous principle from which has germinated constitutional pub-
lic law.

Finally, a point which is no less worthy of emphasis is
this: Calvin opposed non-intervention. According to his in-
ternational law, Europe was not an aggregate of independent
states, but formed one family of nations. 'Hence it was the
duty of the prince of a neighboring realm to interfere, when-
ever a prince committed an offence against his people. Start-

ing from this principle, he himself, as appears from his cor-
respondence, published by Bonnet, assisted in raising money
for the German troops who went to France. In this sense
also sang "the Silent," "As a Prince of Orange I am free,"
which meant, I am a sovereign prince in Europe's state con-
federation, and on this ground he entered the Dutch domains
with his troops.

Of the church, let it be noted that Calvin considered the
form a secondary importance. If needs be, he takes pleasure
in an episcopate, as in England. But his ecclesiasticism was
firmly rooted in the laity, ranging between aristocracy and de-
mocracy. His church at Geneva was autonomic. He never
approved of a church organization of which the congregations
were passive members. His synodical system was based upon
confederation by voluntary subjection, and shunned every
compulsion. And, finally, as to his views on separation of
church' and state, it is well known that in Geneva the two
were closely united. On the other hand, it must not be over-
looked that he founded free churches in Poland, in Hungary,
and in France, which were in no way connected with the
state, and thereby he planted the seed from which the idea of
the free state also would of itself germinate, in the struggles
of the Puritans.

If then the writings of Calvin contain the first creative
utterances of that mighty spirit which started from Geneva,
broke out in France, threw from Dutch shoulders the yoke
of Spain, in England's troubles unfolded its virile strength,
founded America's Union, and thus banished despotism, bri-
dled ambition, limited arbitrariness, and gave us our civil lib-
erties, can it likewise be shown which Calvinistic principle of
faith supplies the root of these liberties?c For Calvinism
was, first of all, a reformation of the faith, and could not
create a political liberty except as a sequel to its confession
by the power of its faith.
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There is no cause for surprise if, in answer to this ques-
tion, even though apparently most contradictory, the funda-
mental doctrine of the Calvinists is cited: even'the absolute
sovereignty of God. For, from this confession, it follows
that all authority and power in the earth is not inherent, but
imposed; so that by nature there can no claim to authority
be entered either by prince or people. God Almighty him-
self alone is sovereign. In comparison with himself, He es-
teems every creature as nothing, whether born in the royal
palace or in the beggar's hut. .Authority of one creature
over another arises, first of all, from the fact that God con-
fers it, not to abandon it himself, but to allow it to be used
for his honor. He is sovereign, and he confers his authority
upon whom he wills,—at one time to kings and princes, at
another to nobles and patricians, and sometimes to the whole
nation at once. American democracy is as useful an instru-
ment for the manifestation of his sovereign glory as Russian
despotism. The question is not whether the people rule, or
a king, but whether both, when they rule, do it by virtue of
Him.

This passes sentence upon a twofold wrong. First,
upon the sovereignty of the people in the sense in which
Hugo Grotius and Mirabeau proclaimed it. The idea that
every man by being born of a woman has a claim to a part
of the political authority, and that the state has its rise in
the collection of these atomic parts, puts a limit to the sov-
ereignty of God; it locates the source of sovereignty in man
as such, and not in the mighty arm of God, and leads to the
destruction of all moral authority. In like manner by this
confession is condemned the droll divin in the sense in which
it was pushed by the friends of the Stuarts, and the legitimists
in France, and by the Prussian Junkerthum. The words of
Charles I. on the gallows to his father confessor: "The
people are not entitled to a part in the government; it be-
longs not to them; a king and his subjects are totally dif-
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ferent persons," but echoes the evil doctrine of ancient date,
which marks princes as a sort of higher beings, but which
cannot accord with the confession of the free sovereignty of
God. The fact that only lately the Duke of Chambord re-
fused to accept the principles of 1789 as flatly as a treaty
with the National Assembly, was the outcome of an equally
false notion of the divine rights of kings. Even for a prince
there cannot be, nor may be, any mention of a regnum dei
gratia, or droit divin in another sense than that in which
each of us exercises authority conferred on us, and on the
grounds of which, after every recognition of the rights of
others, we are still responSible to God.

This likewise shows that the confession of this divine
right goes hand in hand with abhorrence of all worship of
princes, and severely reproves all cringing before the king.
If God alone is sovereign, then are we all, the king included,
creatures dependent upon Him, and adoration of royalty and
the esteem of princes as beings of a higher sort, are heinous
offences committed against the glory of his name. There-
fore the Calvinists have always demanded that the king as
belonging to a church, should be dealt with as any lay mem-
ber; and when one of the princes of Conde gave command
to begin the battle of Drieux, the field preacher did not
shrink from asking him, in the presence of his troops, how
he dared to go to war without making confession of the out-
rage he had committed upon a daughter of one of his officers.
And Cond6, rather than striking him in the face with his
whip, called the outraged father to him, dismounted, and did
penance.

This principle of God's sovereignty turns with equal
severity against the supremacy of the state. Whether that
which belongs to God, is given to prince, parlLament, or state
makes no difference. The state, as well as the prince, is a
creature that owes existence to Him, and therefore may not
assume those prerogatives, of which he spake in majesty:
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" I will give mine honor to none other." The Calvinists ex-
pressed this idea in their stern assertion, that unto an author-
ity which commanded things contrary to God and his word, no
one need yield, and much less obey. Hero-worship is looked
upon by the Calvinist as a heinous sin; and whether the Per-
sian despot called himself the sun-god, or Dives Augustus
suffered sacrifices before his image, or whether the modern
idea loses itself in apotheosis of the state, it is all the same.
A true Calvinist will never be an accomplice in any such
abhorrent wickedness as this.

And more remains to be said. If God's sovereignty
rules the world, then he executes his plan in the exploits of
heroes as well as by the sins of kings and peoples, and with
disapproval of wrong, close reckonings must be made with
the results of the latter. The Magna Charta was certainly
extorted from John Zonderland by his barons in a way
which renders them guilty; but that England's parliament
should thereby obtain power, so that it is sneeringly said:
" It may do everything except making a man a woman," is
none the less an event which He decreed should come to
pass; it created a right by Him sanctified. Nebuchadnezzar
committed a sin in warring against Israel, but it was never-
theless the divine plan that Israel should go into Babylonian
exile, and was productive of results for the good of Israel.
So with the French Revolution. It was, as Burke expressed
it none too strongly, "the most horrible of sins," but it was
nevertheless a judgment of God upon kings that the ancient
rt',ginze should terminate, and the results of the Revolution
should be received with thanksgiving, not to France, but to
the sovereign God, and as such accepted also by us, anti-
revolutionists. For this distinguishes us from the contra-
revolutionists; from the men who will not recognize the right
created by history, and are bent upon the violent destruction
of that which exists by virtue of history.

But this merely in passing. For a more important infer-

ence from the confession of God's sovereignty, consider for a
moment the Calvinistic "Cor ecclesiae," the doctrine of elec-
tion. At all times of public action, heroism, and national glory,
the Calvinistic nations have confessed their faith in this doc-
trine, and only in days of spiritual decadence has this pro-
foundest thought of moral life been forgotten or denied.
Election is derived from the sovereighty of God. By ejec-
tion,- the Calvinist has never meant an exaltation of self on
the part of any one, but merely to emphasize that all honor
belong§ to God, even the honor of moral greatness and her-
oism of faith. It needs no repetition that from this, Calvin
derived all his strength. Of our fathers and of the Hugue-
nots this is known from their confession and petitions. Mrs.
Hutchinson, whose memoirs were quoted above, wrote con-
cerning the Puritan troubles: "At this period this important
doctrine of election began to be abandoned by the Anglican
prelates, but all persons more serious and saint-like, attached
'themselves to it with ardor." Of the founders of the Amer-
kan Union, Bancroft testifies, that the secret of their strength
lay in their firm belief in the wonderful council of Almighty
God who had elected them. Hence all fear was banished
from their-hearts, and they could as little become the slaves
of a priestcraft as of a despot. And for more witnesses,
take Professor Maurice, in his brilliant " I.Cectures on Social
Morality." He writes: "The foundation on which we stand
is immovable, for we stand upon the election, spake John
Calvin, and all France, Holland, and Scotland attended to
his word. That word furnished muscular vigor for the
French religious wars. Holland's emancipation from Spain
was the fruit of this confession. The moulding of Scotland's
nationality was wrought by this spiritual principle. Yes: this
incisive principle works still so mightily that social morality
cannot interpret life unless it reckon with this doctrine." And
no wonder. "A living God," he writes, "higher than all
dogmas and systems, was heard not by the schoolman, but
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by the hard-handed seller and ploughman, bidding him to
rise and fight with himself, with monarchs, with devils. Let
the soldiers of Alva and Philip yield to their threats. He,
the Calvinist, dared not. He 'must defy them. For they
were fighting against the Lord, who had called them out of
death to life." In this lay the secret of that wonderful power
called into life by this confession. He who believes in elec-
tion knows himself chosen for some end, to attain which is
his moral calling. A calling for the sake of which, since it
is divine, life's most precious thing, if need be, must be sac-
rificed; but a calling also, in which success is certain, since
God, who is sovereign, called him unto it. And therefore
he argues not, nor does he hesitate, but puts the hand to the
plough and labors on. And consider also this: A church
which confesses election as its "Cor ecclesix " cannot be
clerical, but must seek its strength in the lay members.
Hence from this confession was deduced the democratic
church-principle, which was soon transferred from the church
to the political platform, and there called into life the liber-
ties of Holland, the liberties of England's Whigs, and the
liberties of America no less. Election creates a brave spirit
in the people and undermines every principle of religious
persecution. As Mrs. Hutchinson . wrote, as early as 1660,
"It demonstrates this grand truth that God does not ap-
prove of conversions violently forced by human laws. Our
combats and our arms must therefore be spiritual."

Calvin's profound conception of sin is likewise the out-
come of the recognition of the sovereignty of God. As
mentioned above, he was republican because he knows that
even kings are sinners, who yield to temptation perhaps more
readily than their subjects, inasmuch as their temptations
are greater. But he knows equally well that the self-same
sin moves the masses, and that, hence, resistance, insurrec-
tion, and mutinies will not end, unless a righteous constitu-
tion bridles the abuse of authority, marks off its boundaries,

and offers the people a natural protection against despotism
and ambitious schemes.

This is system. There is consequence in this. It is al-
together different from the plan of the French theorists, who
also clamor for liberties, but begin with a recital of the vir-
tues of the citizen, in order presently, when herein disap-
pointed, to reclaim this to them surprising abuse of these
liberties by absolution and perjury, by the coup d'etat and
by ostracism.

Finally, from the sovereignty of God follows the sover-
eign authority of his word. And it is scarcely credible how
greatly the study of the Old Testament especially, has min-
istered to the development of our constitutional liberties.
All writers on Calvinistic public law, in Geneva and Scotland,
in Holland and France, in England and America, from first
to last, have defended the liberties of the people with ap-
peals to the public law of Israel. Not for the sake of re-
establishing Mosaic institutions in modern times. Of this
Calvin says: "Others may show the danger and monstrosity
of such a demand, to me its falseness and folly have been
sufficiently demonstrated." But in that voluntary ministry
of the prophets, in the prerogatives of the people's councils
(the Kahtil), in the peculiar right of the tribes and heads of
families, and especially in the manner of the election of their
first king, there was manifest a principle of political liberty,
which by the very force of its inspiration excluded every
despotic authority. Of Saul it is written that he was made
king both by anointing and by lot; and also, that after the
liberatiOn of Jabesh "all the people went to Gilgal and there
they made Saul king." In like manner it is told of David,
that he was consecrated by Samuel, but that nevertheless

- at
Hebron lie was anointed king by the elders a Judah. Nor
did he obtain the crown of the apostate tribes until their
elders crowned him in Hebron. Is it not self-evident, there-
fore, that the Calvinistic statesmen, who took no steps with-
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out consulting the Scriptures, were led by the light of divine
approbation to cherish the thought of a constitution of the
people, which destroys not the hereditary rights of the throne,
but limits the powers of the crown. The history of public
opinion, as well as the writings on public law, show clearly
that the fact of Saul's and David's coronation has hastened
the progress of our constitutional ideas with Christian peo-
ple far more than the most Utopian theories.

Thus has been shown that the plant of political liberty
found its mother soil among the Calvinistic nations, Switzer-
land, Holland, England, and America; that America, where
liberty is most profuse, is an institution of the Puritans;
that the vigor of the Puritan spirit was the fruit of England's
Calvinism, and that in turn the struggle of the Independents
was the sequence of that vital thought, which had once ani-
mated the Huguenots in France. It has been shown that in
these mighty commotions of spirit it was ever the one germ,
developing itself, and that the seed from which this plant.
rose ever higher is to be sought in the giant mind of Calvin.
The motto of his life, "God sovereign absolute," contained
the magic power which is our surprise to this day, to give
authority its firmest support while it allows the plant of lib-
erty the utmost room for growth.

Does this imply the assertion that darkness reigned su-
preme until Calvin was born, and that only with him the first
rays of light appeared? By no means. Boldest genius is,
and must ever be, the child of its times, and even Calvin's
majestic figure was born of the past. No: the reformer of
Geneva was not the first to mingle a thirst for liberty and an
aversion to tyranny with the blood of the Germanic race.
Before him an Arminius in the Teutoburgen forest, and a
Claudius Civiles in Holland domains, had known how to
break in pieces the shackles of oppression. An enemy to
tyranny has our race been through all ages, and Romish as

well as Reformed heroes have defended the people's rights
and liberties against the Alvas and the Vargas. At Calvin's
appearance the Christian church also was already fifteen
hundred years old, and that through her spiritual offspring
she took no part with tyrants, had been shown conclusively
to the Corinthians by the hero of Tarsus, to the Emperor
Theodosius by Ambrose in Milan, by Wycklif in chains,
Huss at the stake, and Luther at the Diet of Worms. Add
to this the influence of the Renaissance, whereby speech was
restored to the heroes of Marathon, and the glory of Greece
and ancient Rome was once more made apparent, and these
three elements, the Germanic, the Christian, and the Renais-
sance, are tl factors which foretold broader liberties for
the people, before Geneva's name was yet heard. But these
elements repelled each other, instead of lending mutual sup-
port. In the strife of the Guelphs and the Ghibellines, the
church combatted with the German spirit, the ridicule of the
Humanists fought Obscurantism, presently all Christendom
was in arms against the Renaissance, and in these struggles
it was both times the scene of Solomon's court repeated;
both parties claimed to be mother of the child of liberty,
and, less pitiful than before Solomon's tribunal, they cut the
living child in two. Hence absolutism prevailed. And to
overthrow it the spirited enthusiasm of the Germans must
needs be curbed, the church purified, the Renaissance sancti-
fied, and the three rubies strung into one chain. And this
was done by Calvin. In the fires of his genius were forged
the vigor of Germanism, the liberty of the Christian spirit,
and the virtue of the classics into that precious metal, from
which Holland also cast its goddess of liberty,. surmounting
the Holy Scriptures, and the liberty cap with his inscription
—" By this we strive, this we guard."

But alas, from his hands most of Europe's nations have
not desired to accept the fresh waters of liberty. The Ref-
ormation was execrated, and Italy declined, and Spain fell            
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away: the Hapsburgers burrowed deep into the hearts of
their people. France was hailed, and in its great king a true
Eastern despot was tolerated. Hence the horrors of oppres-
sion, which, regardless of parliaments and courts, allowed
the people to be trampled under foot by the nobility and
courtiers, and extinguished in the hearts of the people every
spark of liberty. This spirit was communicated to German
courts where, for French money and French mistresses, Ger-
man nobleness was offered for sale, and the youth of the
land were sold like slaves to swell the numbers of a foreign
army. Even the cantonal courts of Switzerland were con-
taminated in an evil hour, and under French influence, Hol-
land's free states were infected with that self-same spirit of
pride and of contempt for the people, in the form of patri-
cian nepotism.

This could not last. Europe's fiery spirit is bound to
rule Asia, but in free Europe there is no room for Asiatic
despotism of Persian satraps. A break therefore was inev-
itable, and violent upheavals, and it was the judgment of
God upon the despotism of the courts and the slavish sub-
jection of the people that the means of salvation came in
the horrors of the French Revolution.

. 	 The thing wanted was pure air; the cry arose for lib-
erty', and behold, in Calvinistic countries there was a great
store of both. These liberty-forms were imitable. But
that which lay not in store, was the moral element, the hero-
ism of the faith of our fathers, by which Calvinism had be-
come great; that which was wanting, were the magis/ratus

inferiores to forward the battle for liberty along the lines of
law; that which was no more found, was international law,
which promised outside help against the tyranny of nobility
and monarch.

Then arose the Encyclopedists, the spiritual children o
Hugo Grotius, that colossus of learning and irreconcilable
enemy of the Calvinistic name. Though Grenovius refuted

his demonstration, borrowed from Holy Writ, it made no
difference. It was Grotius' system not to locate the point
of departure for his revolutionary idea in the faith, but in
the social disposition of man. In this the Deists were his
followers, and soon after, the school of the Encycloped-
ists in France. And thus was born the doctrine, the dogma
of the rights of man which tried to graft the CalviniStic lib-
erties, cut from their natural root, into the wild trunk of hu-
man self-sufficiency and caprice. Striking was the imitation
of the structure above ground, but in the fundamentals was
hidden the antithesis. In Calvinism is recognized the sov-
ereignty of God, the sinfulness of man, and the claims of a
stern morality; and in the clubs of the Parisian September
heroes God's sovereignty was superseded by the doctrine of
the sovereignty of self: Man was flattered in his self-esteem,
and unchained his unholiest passions.

This movement set France, and presently all Europe,
on fire. Whatever stood, toppled over. Man and his home,
society and state, were turned upside down. The rabble
broke loose. And after the first wild song of unbounded re-
venge was over, Robespierre's terrorism and then Napoleon's
grasp made the nations feel what becomes of the liberty of
the people, which has been declared sovereign, when faith
and magistratus inferiores are wanting. But under the ani-
mating leaderships of the Pitts and the Steins, Europe raised
herself from so great humiliation. As said above, there is no
room in Europe for Asiatic despotism, but there is less room
yet for the African-Tiznbuctoo-blood thirst. The frenzy of
the Septembrists was checked, and from the battle-field at
Leipzig was raised the cry of salvation. A just judgment
had come upon the kings and the great ones in the earth as
well as upon our patricians and rulers ; the blood and tears
of downtrodden nations found their sera vi ndi cta in the French
Revolution ; the honor of liberty was saved. With its per-
petrators remains the guilt of the sinful principle of this rev-      
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olution and its crimes. God will judge them; but in the face
of guilt and judgment, a blessing was conferred upon all
Europe. What had been refused at the hand of Calvinism,
was received with avidity at the hand of the French liberty
heroes, and, however much Rome and the spirits of Resto-
ration and of Romanticism sought re-establishment of the
past, the nations of Europe would tolerate it no longer.
Hence after the revolution of 1830, as well as after the revo-
lution of 1848, the fruit of Calvinism was spared, at least in
part.

Of Calvinism indeed. For what the French Revolution
wrought in its own strength, ask it of poor France, which,
after exhausting herself for the sake of a false idea, having
battled through fourteen revolutions and worn out every form
of state, still hurries on, with a 8ds pot Prot ar65 on her lips,
in pursuit of liberty, which forever eludes her grasp. What
revolution could accomplish, ask it of Spain, which has been
scourged so pitilessly, which from the zenith of her glory has
been falling ever lower, until now she can scarcely claim sym-
pathy without rousing contempt also. And for further tes-
timony, Mexico and Peru, Chile and Uraguay, all of which
are model revolutionary republics,—one of which even boasts
the Phrygian cap on a dagger as her coat of arms—would in
comparison with the Union of the United States eloquently
express this difference.

But danger threatens our western states also. As said
before, we appreciate the fruit of the French Revolution.
According to God's plan, even in its sinfulness, it served
to advance the spread of Calvinistic liberties. This is no
cause for complaint, but rather for rejoicing. Upon one
condition, however, viz., that the poisonous element which it
introduced into Europe's state organism be not overlooked.
It did something more than copy Calvinistic liberties. It in-
troduced a system likewise, a catechism and a doctrine, which,
in opposition to God and his righteousness, loosened the

bonds of order and authority, undermined the securities of
social life, offered free scope to the passions, and made room
for the material and lower appetites to rule and enslave the
spirit.

We, anti-revolutionists, have taken' up arms against this
system, not against those liberties. We know the perspec-
tives du paradis cannot be realized on earth, but we are
equally unwilling, without just cause, to retrace our steps to
the supplices de l' enfer.

Thinking it an act of wisdom, the press has taken de-
light in calling us extreme revolutionists whenever our pro-
tests were entered against reaction and repristination. But
this is a mistake. So little are we averse to revolutions, in
the general sense, that the insurrection of Greece against
Persia commands our admiration, and Switzerland's insurrec-
tion against the Hapsburgs awakens our sympathies, the re-
sistence of Holland against Spain incites our love, England's
glorious revolution receives our hearty approval, and Ameri-
ca's liberation our warmest praise and applause.

But protest is entered against those who place these
revolutionists side by side with the French Revolution.

Bluntschli's name excites no suspicion in the minds of
liberals, and yet in his "Geschichte des allgemeinen Staats-
rechts" he writes: " The English revolution did not intend,
as the French Revolution did later on, to bring into the world
a new state, and a new law; its only purpose was to defend
the ancient rights of the people and with new guarantees to
re-establish them."

And why not quote Burke, introduced among us by Pro-
fessor Opzoomer in his rectoral oration in 1857 as a liberal
statesman par cayacnce and a most trustwortfiy guide in all
matters politic. Edmund Burke was an anti-revolutionist.
He defended the American insurrection, because faith "al-
ways a principle of energy showed itself in this good people
the main cause of a free spirit, the most adverse to all im-
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plicit submission of mind and opinion." To those who corn-`
pare England's glorious revolution with the French Revolu-
tion, Burke answers: "Our revolution and that of France
are just the reverse of each other in almost every particular
and in the whole spirit of the transaction." And on being
asked why he is an anti-revolutionist, and therefore bitterly
opposed to the French Revolution, he answers: " Because
the French Revolution is a turning-upside-down of society,
and its system an antichristian doctrine." "We are at war
not with a people, but with a system, and that system by its
essence is subversive of every government." "The course
hitherto of the revolution irresistibly suggests in its wild dis-
memberments of social forces the ancient myth of the de-
luded youths who tore asunder their venerable parent, and
thrust into a boiling caldron the severed limbs, expecting
thence to see him spring whole and rejuvenate." In fewer
words still the antithesis is stated: " We are fighting for the
rights of Englishmen, not of men."

Like Burke, we Calvinists in Holland favor liberty, and
oppose all violence against orderly processes of nature. We
favor liberty. We are not Calvinists in the sense that we
suppose a return to conditions of old could do us any good.
Our Calvinism is alive and contains the power of develop-
ment: Why should we then desire a phase' we have long
since outgrown? We propose therefore no restoration of the
state church; we rather despise it, knowing that it hurts the
faith. We ask not the church to be school-mistress, know-
ing that it robs instruction of its vigor. We wish no resto-
ration of former favoritisms, for it begets envy and bitterness.
We seek no disruption of Union, for our hope for the future
lies not in provincialism but in Nationality. Disregard of
constitutional rights and privileges would meet its most vio-
lent opposition from our quarters; an attack against consti-
tutional monarchy would find in us most implacable antago-
nism. But we ask equal rights for all, of whatever class or
faith. Freedom of conscience, and of the press, of social

union and of thought, we will defend with all our might. We
want the liberation of the church by an honest and absolute
separation from the state, its finances included; liberation
from the school, not to restore it to the care of the church,
but under state regulation to restore it to the parents, be-
cause the impersonal state cannot be a teacher of our youth.
We want to strengthen the cords that bind our people to the
house of Orange, provided there be maintained that republi-
can character trait of our people, of which Orange itself is
both symbol and safeguard. We defend decentralization,
organic representation of the people, and moral colonial pol-
itics. We demand more liberty for our seminaries, more in-
dependence in administration of justice, even by a jury, if
needs be. And as for public defence, let it be said that
Switzerland, England, and America, which are CalvinistiC
countries, spend least money on their armies, and their lib-
erty, according to common opinion, is even now best assured.

And if, for the sake of this free programme and the
banner of Christian liberalism which we raise on high, we
are to be classed with the radicals of the Left, we dispute
not that right, at least in part. There is some truth in the
lately published Joshua Davids. In the formal programme
of our social life, Fourier and St. Simon make near approaches
to the prophet of Nazareth. Deramy understood it well:
the holy Apostle Paul is also the apostle of democracy. But
it should not be overlooked that no two things resemble each
other so closely as the leaves on the true vine and the wild.

This is the case in hand. If our demands sound like
those of the most active radicalism, they bloom on roots alto-
gether different from theirs. Duo CUM faciunt idol', non est
idem. "We expect everything of the faith, they nothing."

Of the faith, and of this claim we can make no surrender.
We love our liberties, and from the lessons of histories of
nearly three centuries we have learned that the faith alone
contains vital power to guard and keep these liberties for us
and for our children unto latest generations.
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